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 Elective 1 
 

AUTHOR: Erica Goldman 

SUMMARY: Short team tasks, like picking up a ball, assigned to participants who have 
previously given themselves roles, like "artist", to reveal how the labeling holds 
them back from doing things they can do. Links to how counselors may limit 
campers by labeling them - Submitted by Erica Goldman 

TOPICS: Community Building, Group Dynamics, Identity, Inclusion- Special Needs, Jewish 
Values, Leadership Development, Sports & Games, Team Building, Teen Programs 

LEARNING 

OBJECTIVE: 

To encourage participants to be comfortable being afraid, to give thought to how 
they measure “success” and consider attributes positive or negative, to consider 
how they label themselves and others and thereby limit what they do 

AUDIENCE: At least nine participants, but can be a very large group. Particularly good for staff 
and counselor training, but portions of program could be done with campers 

LENGTH: 75-90 Minutes 

APPENDICES: Erica Elective 1 Be Afraid Handout.docx 

MATERIALS 

NEEDED: 

 One copy of the handout ("Erica Elective 1 Be Afraid Handout.docx") for each 
participant.  

 One tennis ball, one roll of tape (scotch or masking or blue, doesn't matter) 

 One box of straws for every three participants (if there are 12 people, then 4 of 
each of those items).  

 A big sticky poster-pad  

 Lots of markers or crayons of many different colors. 

SETTING: Chairs set up in a circle 

 



 



 



 



 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

  



 

 



 

 
created for Foundation for Jewish Camp, by Erica Goldman, for educational use 

 

Israeli Dance, Specialty Track 1 [full session] 

 
AUTHOR: Erica Goldman 

SUMMARY: A session on learning some classic and modern Israeli dances, how to 
teach them, and how to teach aspects of Jewish and Israeli culture and 
history through Israeli dance. Additional emphasis on helping groups 
feel comfortable and included regardless of ex - Submitted by Erica 
Goldman 

TOPICS: Camp-wide/Large Group Programs, Community Building, Dance and 
Movement, Global Jewish Community, Group Dynamics, Israel 
Programming, Jewish Culture, Jewish Values, Music and Rhythm 

LEARNING OBJECTIVE: Participants will learn some Israeli dances (both classics and modern 
ones), learn tips on how to teach them, ideas on how Israeli dance can 
be used as a ritualistic bonding activity for a camp group, and ideas on 
how Israeli dance can be used to teach aspects of Jewish and Israeli 
culture and history. 

AUDIENCE: Groups of more than six people, ages older than ten years old. All 
roles. 

LENGTH: 90-120 Minutes 

APPENDICES: Israeli dance specialty 1 handout.doc 

MATERIALS NEEDED: Sound system (speakers with ability to plug in ipod or computer). 
Microphone if large crowd or large room. One copy of "Israeli dance 
specialty 1 handout.doc" for each participant optional. 
 
ORIGINAL MATERIALS REQUESTED FOR CORNERSTONE: 
One copy of "Israeli dance specialty 1 handout.doc" for each 
participant. Sound system (speakers with ability to plug in ipod or 
computer). Microphone if large crowd or large room. 

SETTING SUGGESTED: Space that is free of tables or chairs. 

 

Session Description: 
 
1. Simon Says Warm Up  
Invite everyone to spread out in the room and face you for a quick game of Simon Says (with no 
“outs”; everyone keeps playing even after mistakes.) The idea is to get everyone moving a little bit and 
feeling comfortable moving. After a few minutes, ask if it really felt terrible when someone accidentally 
did the wrong movement or moved when they weren’t supposed to, and hopefully participants will say 
No, or it’s just a game, or it doesn’t really matter. Explain that Israeli dancing should feel the same 
way: there is no “cost” to doing the wrong step or using the wrong foot, it’s ok to make mistakes, and 
teach people the mantra: “You don’t have to know a dance to do a dance” – the communal idea of all 
folk dancing, including Israeli dance, is just to participate and learn as you go by following the leader 
(everyone around you) and having fun, more than focusing on getting it right or wrong. The idea is to 
play the game.  
2. A few classic dances   
Introduce the format of all three Israeli dance sessions: learning/doing a few Israeli dances followed by 
an activity and conversation, then some more dances, then another activity, and so on. 



 

Teach: mayim step, with mention or eliciting that the word mayim means “water” and that the step 
flows continuously and smoothly in one direction like water. Teach “correct” way to hold hands at 
some point, with left hand over and right hand under, but no explanation yet of why. (Trick: where are 
the leftovers? They’re right under the bread!). Teach the dance Mayim Mayim and then do it with the 
music. Without stopping or teaching, lead the dance Nigun Atik, calling out instructions as necessary 
but during the dance, while the music is already playing. Stop after this one, teach the tzerchessia 
step, pointing out that it comes from the Caucasus Mountains in Russia (as does the word Caucasian) 
and that Circassians are a minority group living in Israel today, and teach and do the dance Od Lo 
Ahavti Dai.  
3. You don’t have to know a dance to do a dance 
Lead a short conversation about the experience of doing Nigun Atik without being taught it and how 
that felt, pointing out that anyone who didn’t know it at all at the beginning slowly learned it over the 
course of the dance and had mastered it by the end. Discuss what about these dances make them 
good “folk dances” and what folk dances are, including a) circle formation allows any number of people 
to join in b) holding hands help people who don’t know the steps to go in the right direction and learn 
what to do c) repetition makes it easier to learn, remember, practice d) simple steps so teaching in 
advance not necessary d) social aspect of circle allows everyone to see each other, feel physically 
connection to entire community, make eye contact with anyone else at any time, etc. 
4. Two more easy circle dances  
Teach and do Niguno Shel Yossi and Debka Kafrit, including the noises (like “shhhhh-tch-tch” in 
Debka Kafrit) and using “Cornerstone” and individual camp names during chanting parts.  
5. Conversation about rituals and comfort [Fifteen Minutes] 
Invite every one to sit down in a circle and will find out whose birthday is closest to that day. Declare 
today to be that person’s Cornerstone birthday and invite a few different people to explain how 
birthdays are celebrated at their camp, if they have particular rituals that every one knows. Lead a 
discussion on the ritualistic elements of birthdays and point out how campers find comfort in those 
rituals: they know exactly what to expect and what they need to do to participate. Ask participants to 
think of other ritualized moments at camp and how the “always the same” aspect makes the activity 
more enjoyable or comfortable (for example, maybe their Friday night services always start with Lecha 
Dodi and end with Adon Olam, or perhaps the order of meals from Monday-Friday is always the 
same…) Make the connection to dancing and how it may be scary the first time but it is very repetitive 
and therefore becomes comforting. Introduce concept of “division dances” or specific dances “owned” 
by different age groups or bunks or however it might work for a particular camp. Key points are that 
that group should always start with that same dance, every single time, and that calling out words or 
making noises must be included. Explain how not everyone may get the steps right but everyone can 
say “Cornerstone” or “Yeah!” at the correct time and therefore they have opportunities to be included 
and have success (just like people who are bad at or uncomfortable singing can find success in 
clapping, for example, during a song session), mixing up relevant abilities, learning styles, etc. Invite 
participants to think of times at camp when doing their “bunk dance” might be a good way to warm up 
the group for another activity and help them feel comfortable, or energize them, or otherwise add a 
ritualistic moment to the course of a day at camp.  
Do Debka Kafrit again, if there is time and group wants to, with ritualized aspects and vocal aspects 
now explicitly understood. 
6. Two modern line dances  
Teach the line dances Shemesh (aka Le’olam Be’ikvot Hashemesh, aka the Penguin Dance) and Or. 
Be sure to point out “Shemesh” means sun and “Or” means light and that the movement matches the 
movement on the word “Koach” (which means strength/power) in Or. 
7.  A mixer 
Point out that there are three formations of dances in Israeli dance: circles, lines, and partners. 
Participants have already done some circles and lines and now they’ll learn a special kind of partner 
dance, one in which dancers switch partners every repetition – dances of this type are called “mixers”. 
Teach and do Bim Bam Bom. 
 
 

Additional Notes for Bringing it Back to Camp: 



 

 
Israeli dancing can be used as a staff activity to introduce, teach, or reinforce the lesson of role 
modeling how to learn and how to act in community with others. Staff should be encouraged to go 
ahead and make mistakes in front of campers, so that campers see that mistakes don’t hurt and that 
they don’t stop the counselors from participating – it’s a great lesson for a camper to see a role model 
try something, make a mistake, try again, fail, laugh, improve, try again, succeed, etc. This process, 
and feeling comfortable with it, can be a more valuable lesson than the specific content. 
 

  



 

 

Israeli Dance, Israeli Dance 
 

 

APPENDICES: 

 

 



 

 
created for Foundation for Jewish Camp, by Jon Adam Ross, for educational use 

 

Israeli dance, Specialty Track 3 [full session] 

 
AUTHOR: Erica Goldman 

SUMMARY: Session to learn more Israeli dances and how they can be used as a 
tool to build community and teach about Israel and Judaism. - 
Submitted by Erica Goldman 

TOPICS: Camp-wide/Large Group Programs, Community Building, Dance and 
Movement, Global Jewish Community, Israel Programming, Jewish 
Culture, Jewish Values, Music and Rhythm 

LEARNING OBJECTIVE: Participants will learn some more Israeli dances (both classics and 
modern ones), tips on how to teach them, ideas on how Israeli dance 
can be used as a ritualistic bonding activity for a camp group, and ideas 
on how Israeli dance can be used to teach aspects of Jewish and 
Israeli culture and history. 

AUDIENCE: Any size group of six or more; ages ten and up. 

LENGTH: 90-120 Minutes 

APPENDICES:  

MATERIALS NEEDED: Sound system; microphone if large group or large room 
 
ORIGINAL MATERIALS REQUESTED FOR CORNERSTONE: 
Sound system; microphone if large group or large room 

SETTING SUGGESTED: Empty space with room for dancing (no furniture) 

 

Session Description: 
 
1. Warm-up: Name Game  
Invite participants to sit in a circle on the ground and make up a movement to perform while saying 
their name. Give some examples with your own name and then choose one and tell everyone to 
repeat it (movement and name). Invite person next to you to do the same, have everyone try it, and 
then put both names/movements together in sequence. Do this all the way around the circle, until 
everyone has done their name, stopping at various points to practice the whole sequence in order up 
to that point. Then do one whole round in slow motion and another round as quickly as possible. Put 
on a song and lead one more round without saying names but leading everyone in doing the full 
choreography to the rhythm of the song. 
2. Tzaddik Katamar   
Teach the dance Tzaddik Katamar, including the terminology of the step “double tzerchessia” and then 
do the dance with the recording of the music that starts slow and then speeds up. Point out how 
increasing the speed can increase the excitement, just as in Adama Vshamayim (from Session Two) 
and how these dances build confidence by starting slow and only increasing gradually. Point out how 
that was also done during the name game, and how putting different music to movements can change 
the feeling of the dance (as in doing the name game with saying the names vs. doing it to music with 
no names). Invite participants to brainstorm how they can use the idea of changing speed or music to 
change the emotion of an activity at camp. One example is making bunk clean-up time more fun by 
playing music and telling campers their movements have to match the speed and emotion of the song; 
counselors can then play one really fast and wild-sounding song (and allow campers to go a little crazy 



 

while cleaning) and then one really slow and melodic song (allowing them to clean up in slow-motion) 
etc. 
3. Adama Vshamayim and Culture of Israel conversation  
Review and dance Adama Vshamayim. Invite participants to sit down and lead a conversation about 
the “basic steps” of Israeli dance, where they come from, and how they mirror Israeli society. Elicit the 
names of these steps from participants (steps they have learned already and/or already know from 
Israeli dancing): Mayim, Tzerchessia, and Yemenite step. Discussion will be about the story of Mayim 
Mayim (discussed in Session Two) and how the “grapevine” is almost a universal step (also called 
“karaoke” in sports) but the narrative about the kibbutz finding water makes it “Israeli” in context; about 
the fact that the “tzerchessia” step comes from Russia as in fact do many Israelis (about 20% of the 
current population of Jews); about the fact that the “Yemenite” step comes from Yemen as do many 
Israelis (In 1949 and 1950, the Israeli government airlifted 49,000 persecuted Yemenite Jews out of 
Yemen and into the new state of Israel in a secret operation called “Operation Magic Carpet” 
(nickname) or “Operation on Wings of Eagles” (real name).) Somehow, these three steps come from 
three different places and peoples in the world yet are magically the building blocks of “Israeli” 
dancing; together they form something unique and different than they are on their own. This is similar 
to how the immigrant populations of Israel come together to form something new, an “Israeli” culture 
that includes aspects of all the different places the population comes from. Participants will be 
prompted to think of other aspects of Israeli culture that come from different places (some might know 
about jachnun or malawach or other Yemenite foods, some might mention challah which is Eastern 
European, someone might mention the Mediterranean nature of falafel, etc.)  
To bring this idea back to camp, ask participants to think about how campers and camp staff may 
come from different parts of the country, different schools, and different family or religious traditions, 
yet when they come to camp they all become part of the camp culture. Some home traditions are 
brought directly to camp (their clothing and belongings, for example), some are blended into camp 
traditions (the birthday song just like it is sung at home might be part of a camp ritual that also includes 
banging on the tables or singing an additional song), some are only done at camp (Shabbat services 
or song session at camp might include totally different melodies or camp-specific songs). The camp 
culture is created out of all these methods, just as a country’s culture represents some aspects of its 
immigrant populations and some aspects that are special to that country. Tie it back to Israel and its 
immigrant population with the next dance. 
4. Yalla   
Teach Yalla (a dance by Israel Shiker from 2006 sung by Arash), including the terminology of the 
“Rona” step and point out that the song is in Farsi (the modern name for Persian, from Persia which is 
modern-day Iran) while the name of it (and first word of the song) is “Yalla” an Arabic word that 
translates roughly to “Come on!” or “Let’s go!” and which is widely used in Israel by Hebrew speakers, 
in Arabic by Arabic speakers, in Iran by Farsi speakers, etc. 
  
Wrap up: 
Remind participants of the Jewish values of community embedded in Israeli dancing: It’s ok to make 
mistakes, everyone holds hands so they can help each other, no one is made to feel less or better 
than anyone else, it’s more about participation than skill, the Israeli equality ideas embedded in how 
we hold hands, etc. You can have a short discussion about being supportive of dancers of all abilities 
and make the connection to how that can play out in other areas of camp, like sports; you can also 
make the connection to intentionally being a supportive audience as well, for camp talent shows, 
melavah malkahs at some camps, etc.   
5. You Don’t Have to Know A Dance To Do A Dance   
If there’s time, lead (without teaching) a few more dances, including Tzena Tzena and Ma Navu and 
teach or lead some additional dances that are popular at many camps, like Neshika Turkit (pointing 
out it is sung in Turkish!) and/or Zodiac. Lead short wrap-up conversation in which participants can 
review all the key points of all three workshops, and then finish by doing any or all of the dances 
they’ve learned. Very last one should be one of the most accessible and upbeat ones so everyone 
leaves on a high note! 
 
 



 

Additional Notes for Bringing it Back to Camp: 
 
Name Game can be used a getting-to-know-you activity or a group bonding activity at the beginning of 
summer or of a new “chug” if campers don’t know each other and their names. Also very good for 
starting dance sessions with reluctant dancers, as it is a sitting activity and doesn’t feel like “dancing” 
for some kids, but then they are caught up in participating and can transition more easily into standing 
up dances. 
Tzaddik Katamar can be used as introduction or wrap for other activity or lesson about nature, water 
conservation, or tree-planting in Israel, or as a discussion of Psalm 92:13 and the meaning of what it 
means to be “righteous”. 
The Culture of Israel ideas can be expanded into larger programs that incorporate not just dance but 
also music, food, art, or any other aspect of Israeli culture that counselors wish to explore with 
campers. 
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APPENDICES: 

 



 

 


